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Equations (4) are satisfied if we put
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(7) a) In this case the solubility condition for Eq. (9) is 0 = -UltXGtV-\-UltV>G,x, which can be satisfied by putting
Equation (9) can be integrated in the form
which, with the choice (10), is single-valued.
In order to determine g\ we go on to consider order e2 of Eq. (3), i.e. n -2 in Eq. (8) /2, a = («1,
implying that
C T 0 + 1 0 = J da[vito{viG,y,y, -UliXG,y, + Ult y,G,X + UlG,y,X ) oo + ui,a(vitXOtV -V1,VG,X -f ViG,vx + uxG,xx)] -Vi*gi,v -ux*g1>x -v2*G,V -u2* G,x
where u\ = u\ -u\* a , v\ = v\ -v\* a are single-valued and Eqs. (5), (7), (10) have been used. The form Eq. (13) of the solubility condition, which is tedious but straightforward to derive, has the advantage that it can readily be integrated. (11) is a free function which is deter mined by the solubility condition for Eq. (12):
where ff(V>jt) = -f f a + J~i.at>idcr.
Equation (15) is satisfied by G(rp,X) = G{H).
For f2 we obtain h = -ui,x vi G>v + vi ui ,v G>x + \ u^G ,xx + it>i 2G , Vy, + Ul V\ G,wx , xp -(h, v + u2) G, x be considered, i. e. n -3 in Eq. (8) -u ita(f2,x + 92,x) -u 2, a(fi,x + g i,x) -u 3taG,x. (18) For determination of g\ order e3 of Eq. (3) has to Equation (18) yields the solubility condition < 7 0 +1 0 = J do [(vif2,o ) ,v + (Ulf2, a),x + (U2,X + V2ty,)fl,a -V2,ofl,V> -u2tafhx] < 7 0 -v2*gi,p -u2*gltX -vz*G,v -u3*G,
where a = § Jdo-vi, ffwi2, b = £ Jdaw i.fft'i2. (20) Equation (19) is integrated with
which completes the first-order result for case (b). The solution for case (b) is thus represented by the formulae (16), (17), (11), (20), and (21). Finally, we give an example. As zeroth-order field we choose the toroidal vacuum field, given by 1 /r, where r, cp, z are cylindrical coordinates, and represent this field by ip =---In r , y -z .
The third coordinate is given by a = cp\2n. The most interesting case for stellarator applica tions is a first-order perturbing field with vanishing mean value with respect to cp and a second-order perturbation independent of (p. If we consider a single n, the explicit results are r3 H(r, z) = --7i{Cn, zSn<r-Sn, zCn,r) -Uz, n where U2 is given by Eq. (22), and with G = H one has /1 = vinrH ,r -ulnH ,z, 0 1 = 0 .
To summarize it is concluded that, with u and v for the representation of the perturbing field, the results become explicit with respect to the variables xp and Further specialization to the simplest toroidal field renders the results explicit with respect to the toroidal coordinate, too, if Fourier analysis is applied to this coordinate. The method can for example, be used to compare numerical and analytical (as obtained here) vacuum field mag netic surfaces with small rotational transform and be applied to small-/? expansions which do not use any expansions with respect to geometrical param eters such as the inverse aspect ratio and the form of the flux surfaces.
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